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 Record your photos on the computer using your smartphone or mobile phone to convert USB 2.0 port to USB 3.0 port (I
plugged in into a USB3.0 port then it works) Attach the smartphone or mobile phone on your smartphone or mobile phone

Move the smartphone or mobile phone near the laptop Move the Laptop to a wall or surface Plug in the laptop to the USB port
After 3 hours, the laptop was overheating. Then I thought there is no risk if I plugged in the USB to the wall. Then I just

removed the USB port and checked the battery status. I found that the laptop was still normal without USB port. So I believe the
USB port was the main source of overheating. IEEE 802.11 wireless networks generally comprise a collection of wireless access

points, such as wireless access points (WAPs) and wireless base stations (WBSs), which allow wireless users to connect to a
wired LAN. Such IEEE 802.11 wireless networks are widely used in office environments, for example, in order to facilitate

wireless Internet access, cellular telephone access and electronic mail access. However, although IEEE 802.11 wireless networks
are generally highly reliable, such networks can suffer from high latency when connected to a wired LAN. In this respect,

latency may arise when the IEEE 802.11 wireless access points are tasked with processing traffic received from other IEEE
802.11 wireless access points. In order to reduce latency in an IEEE 802.11 wireless network, it is known to use a wired access

point to provide wireless access to a wired LAN (see, for example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,938,322, US Patent Application No.
2006/0212804, U.S. Pat. No. 6,799,863 and U.S. Patent Application No. 2005/0147293). This can be achieved by coupling a
wired LAN to one or more wired access points (e.g., through Ethernet hubs, repeaters, bridges, switches, and/or the like). This
configuration alleviates the burden on wireless access points by using a wired access point to process traffic, thereby reducing
latency and increasing throughput. However, this approach also requires an Ethernet connection to be made between the wired
access point and the wired LAN, which can be inconvenient for users. It is also known for wireless access points to interface

with wired access points to provide wireless Internet access (see, for example, 82157476af
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